Introduction

Phoenix has prepared this report in accordance with section 3 of its Transmission Code Modification Rules.

1. Subject of Proposed Modification:

This modification is to amend the Phoenix Transmission Network Code to reflect the proposed changes made to the PTL (Modification Proposal 13) and BGE (NI) (Modification Proposal 4) Transportation codes.

The principle changes proposed relate to the introduction of the South North Transmission pipeline and associated offtake at Lisburn into the Postalised Network in Northern Ireland.

The modification also addresses minor typographical errors in the Code and a change in Phoenix Transmission’s bank account used for Network Code charges.

It is also proposed to make an amendment to the Gas Specification to ensure consistency between the Phoenix Transmission Code and the other Northern Ireland Network Operators Transportation Codes.

2. Modification Proposed by:

Phoenix Transmission

3. Date Proposed Modification submitted:

31st January 2007

4. Consultation Period

20 Business Days - Responses from Consultees are requested on or before 2nd March 2007.

Responses can be sent by email, by fax or by post.

Email: Joanne.Quinn@Phoenix-Natural-Gas.com
Fax: 028 9057 8890
5. **Operator’s justification for implementation of proposal**

As this modification proposal will amend the Phoenix Transmission Network Code to allow for the introduction of the South North Pipeline and associated offtake at Lisburn into the Northern Ireland Postalised Network and maintain continuity between the Phoenix Transmission and the other DPO’s Transportation codes we believe the proposal achieves the Relevant Objective as set out in condition 2A.7 of the Phoenix Combined Licence.

As the amendment to the Gas Specification ensures consistency between all three Northern Ireland Transportation Network Codes, Phoenix Transmission believes that this also meets the Relevant Objective Licence requirement.

The minor drafting changes will aid clarification.

6. **Proposed Implementation Date**

It is proposed that this Modification is implemented on a date agreed by Ofreg and the three DPOs.

7. **Impact on other Designated Pipeline Operator’s Network Codes:**

The three DPOs have jointly developed the principles behind the introduction of the South North Pipeline and Lisburn offtake and have considered at all stages the impact on all three Transportation Network Codes. The Phoenix Transmission proposal has been developed to reflect proposed changes to both the PTL and BGE (NI) Transportations Codes, ensuring consistency between all three codes.